
This quote from the National Curriculum is one we wholeheartedly agree with. So we

put all our energies into developing exactly the right history trip for you. Our 

consultants take a keen interest in the curriculum and with an intimate knowledge of

your subject and destination can develop an itinerary driven by your study theme.

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com28
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History Tours 
to Fire The Imagination
‘History fires pupils’ curiosity and imagination, moving 
and inspiring them with the dilemmas, choices and beliefs 
of people in this past.’
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HISTORY

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

WHY CHOOSE WST FOR A 
HISTORY TRIP? 
� You will deal with a specialist history team who 

understand your needs.
� Your tour itineraries are tailored to your specific 

study themes. 
� We work with local History experts in each destination

who understand your needs and how best to meet them.
� We offer a superb range of guided tours to suit your 

study themes.

LEARNING OUTCOMES FOR 
HISTORY STUDENTS 
Living History - Really brings history alive with first-hand 
testimonials from people who lived through it. 
Visualisation - Many museums and sites have strong visual
elements that help ‘lock-in’ key events.
Causes and Consequences - Students develop an 
understanding of key events through history.
Lifestyle - Helps aid understanding of the attitudes and 
expectations of different sections of society through time.  
Time - Students better understand the pace of change 
across the years.

History Tours 
to Fire The Imagination

What teachers say about us

I would like to say a huge thank
 you to Julie who I 

origina lly started booking the trip
 with and also Kerrie 

who was INCREDIBLY helpful th
roughout the whole

process. K errie was accommodating and patient despite

my many questions/changes. Tha
nk you on behalf of the

school. We all had a great day.

Riddlesdown Collegiate, WW1,
Oct 2013



For students to really understand 

International Relations of the 20th 

Century they must engage with WWI. 

A structured series of visits teaches them

about the political, social and economic 

impacts of this period. 

Ypres is just 90 minutes from the port of 

Calais so it is really easy to visit as a day trip 

if your students are first-time travellers and

just want a taster, or if you are on

a budget. Call us to find out what

you can do on a day trip. Prices

start from £49*. 

Lisa, Specialist History Consultant.

Based on mi
n 40 paying p

ax travelling 
from South o

f the M62

TOP TIP

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com30
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Thiepval Memorial and Visitors Centre 

Perhaps the largest and most emotive memorial to 
missing British soldiers from any war. Includes an 
excellent exhibition charting the key events of WW1 and
access to an incredible archive via on-site computers.

Our Recommended Visits on The Somme

• WELLINGTON QUARRY 
• VIMY RIDGE 
• NEWFOUNDLAND PARK 
• DELVILLE WOOD 
• LOCHNAGAR CRATER 
• MUSÉEE SOMME 1916, ALBERT 
• ULSTER TOWER
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YPRES & SOMME

4 dayWW1 Itinerary
DAY 1

MORNING • Depart school to arrive in France early 
afternoon. En route visit to Wellington 
Quarry.

AFTERNOON • Check in at your accommodation 
followed by an evening meal. 

EVENING • Free time in the evening for local 
orientation. 

DAY 2

MORNING • In Flanders Fields Exhibition, Menin Gate 
and St Georges Church. 

AFTERNOON • Croonaert Wood, Sanctuary Wood & Hill 62,
Tyne Cot Cemetery and Langemark 
German Cemetery.

EVENING • Return to Ypres for an evening meal in a 
central restaurant before the Last Post 
Ceremony at the Menin Gate.

DAY 3

MORNING • Musée Somme Albert, Lochnager Crater 
and Delville Wood. 

AFTERNOON • Thiepval Memorial and Visitor Centre, 
Ulster Tower and Newfoundland Park.

EVENING • Return to hotel for an evening meal. 

DAY 4

• Depart for your return journey to school. 

See pages 80-81 for more information
about Ypres and The Somme.

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

4 day tour 
from only
Based min 40, Full Board 
at Hotel Munchenhof, May 2015

+Extra £13 
Centenary discount
if you book by 25th July

£295
CENTENARY DISCOUNT
If you enquire and provisionally book before 
30th May 2014 and send your deposits by 
25th July 2014, for travel in 2015, we’ll reward you 
with a £13 per person Centenary Booking Discount. 



What teachers say about us
Absolutely delighted by the service from WST.Helen was excellent throughout. We have alreadybooked the same hotel again which was 
exceptional a nd ideal for our Cadets.
West Lowland Cadets, Ypres,  April 2013

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com32
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What teachers say about us

The best travel company I have e
ver used. When

asked by another member of staff why I would rate

them so highly, for me it was a si
mple answer. A 

personal service! The staff have b
een extremely helpful

in every aspect of the trip and th
e fact that they took

the time to come and meet us before th
e trip meant

that we have a face in front of us 
when we would

email/ring.

South Bromsgrove High School, W
W1,                                 June 2013

Our Recommended Visits in Ypres

• PASSCHENDAELE MEMORIAL MUSEUM 
• MENIN GATE AND LAST POST CEREMONY 
• SANCUARY WOOD MUSEUM AND HILL 62 
• HILL 60 AND CATERPILLAR CRATER 
• CROONAERT ROOD ((BAYERNWALD))
• TYNE COT BRITISH CEMETERY
• LANGEMARK GERMAN CEMETERY



3 day tour 
from only
Based min 40, Full Board 
at Hotel Munchenhof, May 2015

+Extra £13 
Centenary discount
if you book by 25th July

£225

3 dayWW1 Itinerary 
DAY 1

MORNING • Depart school to arrive in Ypres early 
afternoon.

AFTERNOON • Visit to In Flanders Fields Exhibition,
Menin Gate and St Georges Church. Check       
in at your accommodation followed by an 
evening meal.

EVENING • Free time in the evening for local 
orientation.  

DAY 2

MORNING • Lochnagar Crater and Deville Wood.
AFTERNOON • Thiepval Memorial and Visitor Centre, 

Ulster Tower and Newfoundland Park. 
EVENING • Return to Ypres for an evening meal in a 

central restaurant before the Last Post 
Ceremony at the Menin Gate. 

DAY 3

MORNING • Croonaert Wood and Sanctuary Wood. 
AFTERNOON • Tyne Cot Cemetery and Langemark 

Cemetery before departing for your journey
back to school. 
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YPRES & SOMME

See pages 80-81 for more information 
about Ypres and The Somme.

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

Guided Tour of The Somme or The Ypres Salient

Our local expert Simonne, an experienced 
WWI Battlefields guide, will accompany you 
on a half-day tour offering in-depth and 
insightful commentary. 

If you let us know in advance Simonne can 
ensure your guided tour includes any 
individual or regiments’ stories you are studying, to help
bring to life what you have already studied in the classroom.

In Flanders Fields Museum

Highlights include:

• COMPLIMENTARY INTERACTIVE POPPY 
PRE-PROGRAMMED WRISTBANDS

• FOLLOW THE STORY OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE 
WAR THROUGHOUT THE MUSEUM

• OPPORTUNITIES TO RESEARCH AND STUDY 
PEOPLE’S STORIES IN THE CLASSROOM BEFORE
YOUR TOUR

CENTENARY DISCOUNT
If you enquire and provisionally book before 
30th May 2014 and send your deposits by 
25th July 2014, for travel in 2015, we’ll reward you 
with a £13 per person Centenary Booking Discount. 



It is impossible to walk through the city

without being reminded of its recent past.

Berlin is unrivalled in its range of 

museums and monuments telling the 

story of this city in the 20th Century. 

It offers your students a great 

opportunity to bring key curriculum 

study themes to life.

Alexanderplatz, once the heart of East Berlin, 

is a great place to visit in the evenings, it is 

now buzzing with shops and restaurants. 

This is a great example of the 

regeneration in East Berlin that 

is still going on today.  

Carole, Berlin Tour Consultant

TOP TIP

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com

20TH CENTURY GERMANY
BE
RL
IN
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3 day tour 
from only
Based on min 30, Half Board 
at Transit Loft, Feb 2015

3 day Cold War Itinerary 
DAY 1

MORNING • Daytime flight and transfer to your 
accommodation.

AFTERNOON • Guided tour of central Berlin covering key 
historical sites in Berlin, including the 
Berlin Wall.

EVENING • Evening meal at hotel followed by free time
around Alexanderplatz.

DAY 2

MORNING • Guided tour of Cold War Berlin to see all the
major sites of Communist East Germany
followed by a visit to Museum Haus and 
Checkpoint Charlie.

AFTERNOON • Explore everyday life in East Germany at 
the DDR Museum.

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel followed by free
time around Potsdamer Platz.

DAY 3

MORNING • Tour around the Stasi Headquarters before 
your transfer to the airport for your return 
flight back to the UK.

The Rise of Nazism and Life in Nazi Germany

Berlin is an ideal location to find out how and why Hitler rose
to power and was able to establish such a powerful and all
encompassing dictatorship. Visits to key historical sites can
include:

• BRANDENBURG GATE
• THE REICHSTAG
• BERLIN UNTERWELTEN UNDERGROUND TUNNELS 
• OLYMPIC STADIUM 
• GERMAN RESISTANCE MEMORIAL CENTRE
• TOPOGRAPHY OF TERROR

The Cold War and The Fall of Communism

Follow the causes and consequences of the Cold War from
the point of view of the two Germanys; find out more about
everyday life in East Germany, the Fall of the Wall and 
Reunification. Key visits include:

• THE BERLIN WALL
• MUSEUM – HAUS AM CHECKPOINT CHARLIE
• DDR MUSEUM
• STASI MUSEUM, NORMANNENSTRASSE  
- FORMER STASI HQ

• HOHENSCHÖONHAUSEN MEMORIAL  
- FORMER STASI POLITICAL PRISON

Guided Walking Tours with Insider Tours

For students who want to really get under the skin of Berlin
it’s vital they understand where it has come from and where it
is going. In Berlin there is no better guide to this than John
O’Leary and his team. Guided tours can be tailored to your
needs. Some of our most popular themes include:

• INTRODUCTORY TOUR
• THIRD REICH TOUR
• JEWISH LIFE
• COLD WAR BERLIN

BERLIN

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm 35

See pages 76-77 for more information 
about Berlin.

BERLIN PRICE MATCH GUARANTEE
We offer superb service at exceptional prices. 
And if you do find the same tour cheaper we aim to 
match any like for like quote, without compromising 
on quality of service or tour content 
(subject to availability).

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£325



Berlin was once home to one of the biggest and largely integrated Jewish 

communities in Germany. Your students will gain a deeper insight and understanding

of the historical background of the Jewish population in early 20th Century Europe

and their story of persecution from the early 1930’s to the ‘Final Solution’. 

Our Recommended Visits:

• NEUE SYNAGOGUE 
• HOUSE OF THE WANNSEE CONFERENCE 
• SACHSENHAUSEN CONCENTRATION CAMP
• HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL 

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com36
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• RAVENSBRÜUCK CONCENTRATION CAMP
• OTTO WEIDT MUSEUM
• GUIDED TOUR OF JEWISH LIFE



4 day Holocaust Itinerary 

DAY 1

MORNING • Daytime flight and transfer to your 
accommodation.

EVENING • Evening meal at hotel. 

DAY 2

MORNING • Half day walking tour of the key historical 
sites of central Berlin to include the 
Reichstag, Brandenburg Gate area and 
Kaiser Wilhelm Memorial Church.

AFTERNOON • Guided tour of the Jewish district, including
the Otto Weidt Museum and the Neue 
Synagogue.

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel.  

DAY 3

DAY          • Full day excursion by coach to 
Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp.
and the House of the Wannsee
Conference.

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel. 

DAY 4

• Transfer to airport for your return flight 
back to the UK. 

If you want to follow the story of the 

Holocaust in fuller detail, combine Berlin and

Krakow for a 6 or 7-day tour. 

Lisa, Specialist History & 

RS Consultant

TOP TIP
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BERLIN

See pages 76-77 for more information 
about Berlin.

Call our Specialist History and RS Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

4 day tour 
from only
Based on min 30, Half Board 
at Transit Loft, Feb 2015

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£379
BERLIN PRICE MATCH GUARANTEE
We offer superb service at exceptional prices. 
And if you do find the same tour cheaper we aim to 
match any like for like quote, without compromising 
on quality of service or tour content 
(subject to availability).

What teachers say about usOutstanding service, could not fault anything. Jenny is the most patient and helpful person I have ever dealt with. Any other suggestions I have already spoken to Jenny about and she is acting on it already.This was a fantastic trip, everything ran like clockworkand I can’t praise WST or Jenny highly enough. Iwouldn’t use any other company. Thank you.Uxbridge High School, Berlin, Feb 2013



A trip to Krakow is unlikely to be quickly 

forgotten by your students. The horrors 

unleashed in the concentration camps 

remind us all of man’s inhumanity to man 

and this is vividly brought home with a trip 

to Auschwitz. The story of the persecution of the Jews of Europe in the 1930’s through

to the tragic events of the Holocaust is told no better than in Krakow.

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com38
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What teachers say about us

I have wanted to organise a Krak
ow trip for several years. 

I would not have been able to do
 so without you. Our

guide, Gosha, was simply fantast
ic. She had a mine of 

information about Krakow from a
ll eras, her English was

excellent and she had a real affi
nity with the pupils. The

high spot had to be meeting the la
dy who survived the

Holocaust at the museum. One pu
pil said it was a day

that “ I will never, ever forget as lon
g as I live”. That for 

me sums up what the trip was ab
out. 

Great Torrington, Krakow, Oct 2013 



Auschwitz- Birkenau

An integral chapter in the story of the Holocaust,
Auschwitz-Birkenau was the largest of the extermination
camps in Poland and is the only remaining structure of
this type. A 3½ hour guided visit is essential to fully 
understand this unique place.  

Galicia Museum 

This museum offers a unique opportunity for students to
meet a Concentration Camp survivor or a Member of the
Righteous Among the Nations and engage with 
somebody who experienced the Holocaust first hand. 
It is an unforgettable experience.

Guided Walking Tour of Krakow 

As graduates of Jewish Studies or Holocaust Studies our
guides give an in-depth expert insight into the reality of
Jewish life before, during and after the Holocaust. A half
day walking tour will cover the key locations of Krakow: 

• KAZIMIERZ -THE FORMER JEWISH DISTRICT
• PODGORZE -THE WARTIME GHETTO
• SCHINDLER FACTORY AND MUSEUM
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KRAKOW

3 day Holocaust Itinerary 
DAY 1

MORNING • Daytime flight and transfer to your 
accommodation.

AFTERNOON • Time permitting take a guided walking tour
of  Kazimierz (the Jewish District) , 
Podgorze (Wartime Ghetto) and the exterior
of the Schindler Factory. 

EVENING • Evening meal at hotel. 

DAY 2

DAY          • Full day visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau 
including a guided tour.

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel. 

DAY 3

MORNING • Time permitting visit the Galicia Museum to
meet with a Concentration Camp 
Survivor.

AFTERNOON • Transfer to airport for your return flight back
to the UK.

See page 78 for more information about Krakow.

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

What teachers say about us

I found our visit to K rakow fantas
tic. WST were 

brilliant in organising the visit and
 extremely helpful in

accommodating changes, and doing thi
s quickly and

well. This made our experience in
 K rakow/Auschwitz

fantastic and one that will stay w
ith us and the 

students forever.

The Robert Napier School, K rako
w,

Ju ly 2013

3 day tour 
from only
Based on min 30, Half Board 
at Classic Hotel, Feb 2015

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£365



Amsterdam is an incredible destination

for Holocaust studies offering a 

fascinating insight into Jewish life

under occupied Europe. Issues include

the persecution of the Jews and some

incredible stories of resistance.  
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THE HOLOCAUST

4 day Holocaust Itinerary 
DAY 1

MORNING • Depart from your school to arrive late 
afternoon.

AFTERNOON • Check in at your accommodation 
followed by an evening meal. 

EVENING • Free time in the evening for local orientation.

DAY 2

MORNING • Visit to the Anne Frank House.
AFTERNOON • Guided tour of Camp Vught the only official

SS Concentration Camp in occupied 
north-west Europe. 

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel. 

DAY 3

DAY           • A full day walking tour of the Jewish District,
including entrance into the Portuguese 
Synagogue and the Jewish Historical 
Museum. 

EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel. 

DAY 4

• Depart your hotel for your journey back 
to school. 

See page 74 for more information
about Amsterdam.

AM
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Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

Our Recommended Visits:

• REMBRANDTPLEIN
• PORTUGUESE SYNAGOGUE
• JEWISH HISTORICAL MUSEUM
• AUSCHWITZ MEMORIAL 
• HOLLANDSCHE SCHOUWBURG DEPORTATION
SITE 

• CORRIE TEN BOOM MUSEUM
• DUTCH RESISTANCE MUSEUM
• CAMP VUGHT

Guided Walking Tour of the Former Jewish 
District

A great introduction to the city, this walking tour covers 
the key sites

Anne Frank House

Visitors follow the Anne Frank story through the rooms as they
were when she wrote her famous diary. This provides an insight
into her period of hiding and subsequent discovery and 
deportation. 

The museum offers a range of educational sessions and workshops
which can offer an introduction to the story of Anne Frank.

4 day tour 
from only
Based on min 40, Full Board 
at Aan Zee, Feb 2015

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£299



Covering the events of 1944 in great 

detail via a broad range of museums and

memorials, key topics such as, The Inter

War Years, The Collapse of Peace, Life in

Occupied Europe and The Role of the US

can be covered.  

Caen Memorial Museum

This outstanding museum takes students on a historical
journey from 1918 through to 1944 and beyond. 
Exhibitions focus on the Collapse of Peace, Life in 
Occupied France, Total War, the D-Day Landings and
the Cold War. Workshops, guided tours and educational
materials are available.

D-Day Landing Beaches

Guided tours covering the key landing beaches Omaha,
Utah, Gold, Sword and Juno can be arranged and are
highly recommended. 

Our Recommended WW11 visits::

• MEMORIAL PEGASUS MUSEUM
• UTAH BEACH LANDING MUSEUM
• ARROMANCHES INVASION MUSEUM AND 
360 CINEMA

• MULBERRY HARBOUR
• POINTE DU HOC
• RANVILLE CEMETERY
• NORMANDY AMERICAN NATIONAL CEMETERY   
AND MEMORIAL

Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com 41

NORMANDY
WORLD WAR II

4 dayWorld War II Itinerary
DAY 1

MORNING • Depart school to arrive in Normandy in 
the afternoon. 

AFTERNOON • Check in at your accommodation followed 
by evening meal.

EVENING • Free time in the evening for local orientation. 

DAY 2

MORNING • Arromanches, including the Arromanches 
Invasion Museum, 360 Degree Cinema and 
Mulberry Harbour.

AFTERNOON • D-Day Landing beaches guided tour. 
EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel.

DAY 3

MORNING • Caen Memorial Museum.
AFTERNOON • Memorial Pegasus Museum, Ranville

Cemetery and Merville Battery.
EVENING • Evening meal at your hotel. 

DAY 4

• Depart your hotel for journey back to school.

See page 71 for more information 
about Normandy.

4 day tour 
from only
Based on min 40, Full Board 
at King Hotel, July 2015

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£299



Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com42
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History Tour Highlights in New York::

• DOWNTOWN MANHATTAN WALKING TOUR 
• GROUND ZERO 9/11 MEMORIAL MUSEUM
• UN BUILDING
• ELLIS ISLAND MUSEUM 
• THE TENEMENT MUSEUM
• RADIO CITY 
• HARLEM CIVIL RIGHTS WALKING TOUR

Key study themes of United States 

History –- the Depression, the New Deal,

the Civil Rights Movement, The Cold

War and International Relations - –are

becoming increasingly popular for 

students of History and Politics. (

See page 84-85 for more information about New York &and Washington.



7 day US History Itinerary  
DAY 1

DAY          • Daytime flight to New York and transfer to 
your accommodation.

EVENING • Free time in the evening for local 
orientation.  

DAY 2

MORNING • Walking tour of Midtown Manhattan 
including Central Park, Broadway and 
Times Square.

AFTERNOON • Visit the UN Building for a guided tour. 

DAY 3

MORNING • Walking tour of Downtown Manhattan 
including Wall Street. 

AFTERNOON • Visit Ground Zero, 9/11 Memorial and 
Museum and then St. Paul’s Church.

DAY 4

DAY          • Transfer by coach to Washington DC. 
En-route guided visit around Gettysburg
National Military Park.

DAY 5

MORNING • Guided walking tour of the historical sites
and memorials (including the Lincoln 
Memorial Steps to see where Martin       
Luther King gave his infamous ‘I Have 
A Dream’ speech).

AFTERNOON • Free time to visit Arlington National 
Cemetery.

DAY 6

MORNING • Guided walking tour of the political sites 
focusing on the Capitol Buildings.

AFTERNOON • Transfer to airport for overnight return 
flight to UK.

DAY 7

• Arrive in the UK. 
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Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm

History Tour Highlights in Washington::

• POLITICAL SITES WALKING TOUR 
• HISTORICAL SITES AND MONUMENTS 
WALKING TOUR 

• ARLINGTON CEMETERY 
• HOLOCAUST MUSEUM
• NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM 
• LINCOLN MEMORIAL
• WHITE HOUSE
• THE PENTAGON
• THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES

7 day tour 
from only
Based on min 30, room only at 
Hotel Penn and Hotel Harrington 
(bedshare), Feb 2015 

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£979

What teachers say about us

Ahhhh words cannot describe the 
trip, absolutely 

amazing!!!! Everything ran so smo
othly and that was 

because of you. We always felt safe and there was 

always somebody to contact if eve
r we needed to but

this was never an issue. We could not praise WST and

yourself anymore. The trip ran so 
smoothly and that was

because of you and your organisa
tion. Once again,

thank you so much for all your h
ard work and cannot

wait to plan another trip with you
 in the future.

Alsop High School, Feb 2013



Find out more about our expert service or chat online at www.wsttravel.com
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If you want to study the WW1 but can’t get to the 
Battlefields, you can visit London where the Imperial     

War Museum is opening its First World      
War Galleries to celebrate the Centenary. 

Julie, Senior Specialist 
History Consultant

DID YOU KNOW



2 day tour 
from only
Based on min 40, Bed and Breakfast 
at Equity Point, May 2015

+Extra £10 discount
if you book by 25th July

£145

2 dayMedicine Through 
Time Itinerary 
DAY 1

MORNING • Depart school for arrival in London around 
mid-day.

AFTERNOON • Check in to your accommodation. Visit the
exhibition at the Florence Nightingale 
Museum.

EVENING • Early evening meal at your hotel followed by
a Jack the Ripper Walking tour.

DAY 2

MORNING • Guided tour of the Old Operating Theatre  
and Herb Garrett.

AFTERNOON • Free time at the Imperial War Museum or
on the South Bank before departing 
London for our return journey to school.

With a rich and lengthy history London

can expertly cover a range of study

themes including::

Britain in WW1 and WW11 

With particular focus on life on the Home Front these 
interactive visits offer a great insight into daily life during the
war, the hardships and the economic and social changes that
happened as a direct result:

• IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM
• LONDON TRANSPORT MUSEUM
• CHURCHILL MUSEUM &CABINET WAR ROOMS
• HMS BELFAST

The Holocaust 

A scene for Jewish migration in the 1930’s, London offers
some excellent visits allowing students to study the 
Holocaust in depth through interactive workshops, 
exhibitions and moving eyewitness accounts: 

• IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM - HOLOCAUST EXHIBITION 
• NATIONAL ARCHIVES - HOLOCAUST WORKSHOP
• JEWISH MUSEUMS - A RANGE OF EDUCATIONAL 
WORKSHOPS INCLUDING WITNESS THE WITNESS
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY TO MEET WITH A 
HOLOCAUST SURVIVOR.

Crime and Punishment 

London is perfect to offer an insight into social and political
changes in the 19th and 20th Centuries:

• NATIONAL ARCHIVES CRIME AND PUNISHMENT 
WORKSHOP

• JACK THE RIPPER WALKING TOUR
• TOWER OF LONDON
• MUSEUM OF LONDON

Medicine Through Time 

A wonderful choice of museums are available in London to 
support the study of Public Health before, during and after
the Industrial Revolution:

• OLD OPERATING THEATRE AND HERB GARRETT
• FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE MUSEUM
• ALEXANDER FLEMING MUSEUM

LONDON

Call our Specialist History Team on 01253 441900 Mon to Fri 8am to 5.30pm 45

See pages 82-83 for more information 
about London.


